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Abstract: We show that the spherical mean of functions on the unit tangent bundle of a compact 
manifold of negative curvature converges to a meaSure containing a vast amount of information 
about the asymptotic geometry of those manifolds. This measure is related to the unique invariant 
measure for the strong unstable foliation, as well as the Patterson-Sullivan measure at infinity. 
It turns out to be invariant under the geodesic flow if and only if the mean curvature of the 
horospheres is constant. We use this measure in the study of rigidity problems. 
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Introduction 
The study of spherical means in Riemannian geometry and in analysis has a long 
tradition. In analysis they have been used to solve partial differential equations such 
as the wave equation (Poisson method), and in Riemannian geometry they have been 
successfully employed to study harmonic manifolds [22]. 
If M is a Riemannian manifold and p E M, the spherical mean M,(q) of a continuous 
function 9 : M --+ iw is given by the average of C,D over the geodesic sphere ,‘&(T) of 
radius T > 0 about p, i.e., 
where dX,,p denotes the density of the geodesic sphere induced by the Riemannian met- 
ric, and vol Sp(~) = Js,(,) 1 dX,,, is the total volume of the geodesic sphere. Obviously, 
Mp(cp) is a well defined radially symmetric function for T sufficiently small. 
Harmonic manifolds are characterized by the fact that the spherical mean operator 
Mp and the Laplace-Beltrami operator commute, or more geometrically speaking, that 
the density of the spheres is a function of the radius [22]. While the local properties of 
spherical means are relatively well understood, their asymptotic properties have been 
investigated only recently. However, geodesic spheres are in general not defined if their 
radius is large, for instance if the manifold is compact, but they represent nice smooth 
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submanifolds on the universal cover of a manifold with no conjugate points. Under this 
assumption we define the spherical mean of a function as the average of its lift over 
spheres in the universal cover. Using this definition, P. Gunther [5] has shown that 
the average of a continuous function q : M --) LR on a compact surface with constant 
negative curvature converges to its space mean, i.e., he proved for every point p in the 
universal cover a that 
where @ is simply the lift of p onto M. This result has been extended to all harmonic 
compact manifolds of non-positive curvature by R. Farnhammer [3]. Both proofs are 
analytic and follow from the fact that the spherical mean operator commutes with the 
Laplace operator. It has been a question of J.-H. Eschenburg and E. Heintze if the 
above result extends to all compact manifolds of non-positive curvature. As we will 
see in Chapter 2 the answer is negative in dimension 2. There we show that among 
surfaces with no conjugate points, constant curvature surfaces are characterized by the 
fact that the spherical mean converges to the space mean. 
In Chapter 3 we start a more systematic investigation of spherical means on compact 
manifolds with negative curvature. We generalize the spherical mean to functions on the 
unit tangent bundle and show that it converges to a measure which we call horospherical 
measure for geometrical reasons. The proof of this result uses strong ergodic properties 
of the horospherical foliation. More precisely, we use the fact that the holonomy of 
the strong unstable foliation (this is a generalization of the Poincardmap for flows) is 
uniquely ergodic, i.e., there exists exactly one holonomy invariant measure given by 
the Margulis measure [15,1]. 
In Chapter 4 we investigate the relation between the horospherical measure and 
the geodesic flow. In particular, we show that it is quasi-invariant but never invariant 
with respect to the geodesic flow, unless the mean curvature of the horospheres is 
constant. In this case the horospherical measure coincides with the Liouville measure. 
Following a suggestion of F. Ledrappier, we call manifolds with horospheres of constant 
mean curvature asymptotically harmonic. Furthermore, we study the connection of the 
horospherical measure to the “entropy rigidity” conjecture of A. Katok [lo]. It turns 
out this measure is smooth (i.e., absolutely continous with respect to the Liouville 
measure) if and only if the topological and the measure theoretical entropy coincide. 
In Chapter 5 we use the horospherical measure to derive a formula for the topological 
entropy of the geodesic flow. We use this formula to reprove a result of F. Ledrappier 
that asymptotically harmonic manifolds of dimension 3 have constant negative curva- 
ture. A further application is an asymptotic version of Bishop’s inequality. 
In the next chapter we will give another representation of the horospherical measure 
in terms of the Patterson-Sullivan measure at infinity. This has been first obtained 
by C. Yue [23], and has been remarked by F. Ledrappier [ll], but our method is new 
and might be extendable to manifolds which are not necessarily negatively curved. 
Furthermore, we give an independent characterization of spherical means on compact 
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manifolds of negative curvature. If 9 : h4 + &! is a continuous function we have 
J 
$9 * a(p) dvol 






a(p) = lim 
log vol S,(r) 
T’oo el”T 
is Margulis’ asymptotic function [16]. We note that this result can be obtained without 
referring to the Patterson-Sullivan measure. It shows that irregularity in the volume 
growth of spheres prevents that the spherical mean converges to the space mean. 
Finally, in Chapter 7 we show that the horospherical measure is the harmonic mea- 
sure for the strong unstable foliation. Moreover, we derive integral formulas which we 
use to obtain some results related to the entropy rigidity conjecture. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this paper, let (A4, g) be a complete n-dimensional Riemannian manifold infinitely 
often differentiable and with infinitely often differentiable Riemannian metric g. TM = 
U PEMTpM is the tangent bundle and SM = Ur_,eM S,A! is the unit tangent bundle, 
i.e. S,M is the unit sphere in T,M with respect to the metric g. r : TM --f M denotes 
canonical If : TTM + TM describes the Levi-Civita connection of 
the Riemannian metric, for each w E TM the linear map 
K, := 1<lTUTM : T,,TM + T,(,)M, 
and the differential 
&r(v) : T,TM + T+,M 
induces a decomposition 
T,TM = H, @ Vu g (T,+,)M x T,+,“), 
into the horizontal space H, := Ker IC,, and the vertical space V, := Ker dn(v). The 
maps &r(v) and li, canonically identify H, and V, with T?,(,)M. 
The tangent space of SM at v E SM is given by 
T,SM = ((21, w), I u, ‘u) E T+,)W s(w, u> = 0). 
If c, : R + A4 denotes a geodesic with E,(O) = v E SM, the geodesic flow q!+ : 
SM + SM is defined by 4”(w) = E,(t). Th e li nearization of the geodesic flow can be 
completely described by Jacobi fields. More precisely: if [ E T,,SM, and if J is a Jacobi 
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field along the geodesic c, with initial conditions J(0) = &r(t), and J’(0) = I<[, we 
have 
o&(+(r) = (4% J’(Q#+) E zjJ@M, 
with respect to the decomposition introduced above. 
Furthermore, we briefly recall the theory of Jacobi tensors. Let c : R --) M be a 
geodesic and NC the normal bundle of c, given as a disjoint union of 
Ntc = (20 E T,(,)MJ g(w&)) = O}, t E R. 
Denote by End(Ntc) the linear endomorphisms of Ntc. A map 
X : t -+ X(t) E End(Ntc) 
is called a (C”) t ensor of type (1,l) along c if the covariant derivatives 
exist for all parallel vector fields E(t) E Ntc and k E N. The kth derivative of X at 
t = to is defined by 
D” 
x”(to>wo>> = -Jt=, wbw)), 
0 
and is again a tensor of type (1,l). X is called constant if X’(t) = 0 for all t E IR. 
This means that X(t) relative to a parallel basis along c can be described by an 
(n - 1) x (n - 1) matrix with constant coefficients. If R denotes the curvature tensor, 
and if we define for x E Ntc 
R(t)z := R(z, + 
then R(t) is a selfadjoint tensor. A tensor A(t) which is a solution of the Jacobi 
equation 
A”(t) + R(t)A(t) = 0 
is called a Jacobi tensor. 
If A(t) is a Jacobi tensor along c and w E Nut, then J(t) = A(t)q describes a 
Jacobi field orthogonal to c with initial conditions J(0) = A(O)w and J’(0) = A’(O)w, 
if wt denotes the parallel displacement of w along c. 
Given Jacobi tensors A and B, the Wronski tensor is defined by 
W(A, B)(t) := (A’(t))*B(t) - A*(t)@(t), 
where A*(t) is the adjoint of A(t). The following lemma is well known and is equivalent 
to the fact that the geodesic flow preserves the symplectic structure induced by the 
Riemannian metric. 
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Lemma 1.1. If A und B are Jacobi tensors along c, we have 
W(A, B)(t) E C 
where C denotes u constant tensor. 
Proof. For all parallel and orthogonal vector fields E(t) and F(t) along c, we have 
-&V, B)(t)& F) = ; [g(W)& A’(W) - g(B’(t)E, A(W)] 
= g(B(t)E, A”(t)F) - g(B”(t)E, A(t)F) 
= g(B(t)& R(t)A(t)F) - g(R(t)B(t)K A(t)F) 
= 0, 
where we omit the variables of the parallel vector fields, since their covariant derivatives 
are zero. This calculation implies the assertion of Lemma 1.1. 
Let us recall the definition of manifolds without conjugate points and the fundamen- 
tal theorem of Cartan and Hadamard. 
Definition 1.2. A Riemannian manifold M has no conjugate points if the differential 
of the exponential map exp, : T,M + M is nonsingular for all p E M. 
Theorem 1.3. Let M be a simply connected manifold with no conjugate points. Then 
for all p E M the exponential map exp, : T,M + M is a difleomorphism. 
Now we are going to define the spherical mean of a function on a simply connected 
Riemannian manifold with no conjugate points. 
Let M be a simply connected manifold with no conjugate points, and let 
S,(P) = (4 E M ) 4p, s> = 4 
be the geodesic sphere of radius r about p E M. The theorem by Cartan and Hadamard 
guarantees that this is a well defined submanifold without singularities. If 9 : M --+ R 
is a continuous function, we define the spherical mean MP(p)(r) by 
MP(e-1 := vol; (p) J 9 d&P7 
r 
sr (PI 
where dX,,, is the density on S,(p) induced by the Riemannian metric and volS,(p) 
denotes the volume of S,(p) given by ~s,tP, 1 dX,,,. The integral can be computed as 
follows: 
I 
v d&,, = 
J 
P 0 exp,(ru) det Jv(r) &dv), 
ST(P) %M 
where JV(r) is the Jacobi tensor along the geodesic cv(t) with initial conditions J,,(O) = 
0 and J;(O) = id. 
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Furthermore, the Riemannian structure on M induces an invariant measure dpL for 
the geodesic flow, which is called the Liouville measure and can be obtained in the 
following way. For any integrable function 9 : SM + lR we have 
where dl?, denotes the standard volume element on the fiber S,M, and dvol the volume 
element on M induced by the Riemannian metric. 
If (M, g) is a compact Riemannian manifold, A. Manning [14] has introduced an 
interesting asymptotic invariant hvol > 0 which we will call the volume entropy, given 
as follows. If B,(p) is a ball of radius T > 0 about p in the universal covering u, then 
we have 
hvol = lim log vol 8 (P) 
T’ca T * 
It was shown by A. Manning [14] that this limit exists and is independent of the choice 
of p E A?. Furthermore, he proved in the case of non-positive curvature that this number 
equals the topological entropy h(#) of the geodesic flow #. This has been extended 
by Freire and Mane [4] to metrics without conjugate points. 
2. Spherical means and compact surfaces without conjugate points 
In this chapter we will derive a characterization of constant curvature surfaces with- 
out conjugate points through spherical means. Using the notation of Chapter 1 we have 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (M,g) be a compact surface without conjugate points. Then (M, g) 
is flat or has constant negative curvature if and only if 
1 
i$ddX -- 
T (p) J r*p - vol M J cp dvol, 
S4P) M 
for every continuous junction 9 : M ---f IR and its associated lift 3 : ti + JR onto the 
universal cover iGl. 
Proof. We know by the results of P. Gunther [5] f or surfaces of constant negative 
curvature and R. Farnhammer [3] for flat surfaces that the spherical mean converges 
to the space mean. 
Now let us assume that (M,g) is a compact surface with no conjugate points such 
that for every continuous function the spherical mean Mp(v)(r) converges to the space 
mean. Since by a theorem of E. Hopf [9] a t orus with no conjugate points is flat, we 
can assume that the genus of M is bigger or equal than 2. Fix a point p E k in the 
universal cover u of M and a vector v E Spa. Consider the Jacobi equation 
J:(r) + K(cu(r))JV(r) = 0, 
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where J, is the Jacobi field along the geodesic c,(r) with E,(O) = v and J, satisfies the 
initial conditions Jv(0) = 0, J:(O) = 1. As it has been stated in Chapter 1 the volume 
of a sphere S,(p) of radius T about p is given by 
vol S&I) = J JvW ~~,W, 
S&l 
where cMp(~) denotes the standard volume element on ,7,&l. Thus, averaging the Jacobi 
equation over ,9,&I, yields 
d2 
2 vol S,(p) + M&@-)(r) * vol S,(p) = 0. 
Since we assume that the spherical mean converges to the space mean, it follows from 
the Gauss-Bonnet formula that 
Using a result by 0. Perron [18] on the asymptotic behaviour of ordinary linear differ- 
ential equations we obtain 
li.l 1% VOWP) = J 27rXP) - r-+00 T vol(M) * 
Since the volume of the ball B,(p) of radius r about p is given by 
r 
vol BP(T) = J ~01 St (z-4 4 
0 
its exponential growth rate is the same as the volume growth rate of spheres, i.e., 
linl 1% vol fh(P) = 2nx(M) - 
r-00 r J vol(M) * 
As stated in Chapter 1 the exponential growth rate of the volume of balls in the 
universal cover is equal to the topological entropy h of the geodesic flow. Using the 
uniformization theorem, A. Katok [lo] p roved for surfaces of genus bigger or equal two 
that 
h> - 2nxW) 
d-- vol(M) ’ 
where equality holds if and only if the surface is of constant negative curvature. This, 
together with the above equality, yields the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
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3. A local and global description of the horospherical measure 
In this chapter we assume that (M, g) is a compact Riemannian manifold of negative 
sectional curvature. 
Let IV”” be the strong stable and W”” the strong unstable foliation of SM. Both 
foliations are of dimension n - 1, are Holder continuous and each individual leaf is 
C” [8]. They are also called horospherical foliations. A lift of a leaf of Ws” or W”” 
onto the universal cover yields a horosphere equipped with a unit normal vector field. 
Horospheres can be viewed as limit spheres with center at infinity. In the case of Ws” 
the vector field is inward normal (pointing towards infinity), in the case of W”” the 
vector field is outward normal. 
If QPt : SM -+ SM is the geodesic flow, we denote by 
the weak stable and unstable foliation, respectively. 
Since the codimension of W” equals the dimension of IV”“, and since IV” is transver- 
sal to IV”, the pair (IV”, Wsu) determines a local product structure of SM. This means 
that we can find E > 0 such that for each wu E SM the Cartesian product of the balls 
Was and Wcs”(~u) of radius E about vu with respect to the induced Riemannian 
metric on the leaves W”(vu) and IP‘(T_Q) is homeomorphic to an open neighborhood 
of ~0 in SM. More precisely, we can find a 6 > 0 depending only on c such that the 
map 
B : W,“(vo) x Ws”(wo) + SM 
(VJ) w Ivy(~) n W;(W) 
is well defined and determines a homeomorphism onto its image [20]. 
One has a family of measures & on the leaves W”(V) of IV”, indexed by 21 E SM, 
which up to a multiplicative constant is uniquely determined by either of the following 
properties. 
1) &oat = esht & if (&o@‘)(A) = &(GtA) f or all &-measurable sets A c W”(v), 
and where h denotes the topological entropy of the geodesic flow. 
2) ~1” is invariant under the holonomy pseudogroup of the strong unstable foliation 
Remark. The notion of holonomy for a foliation is a natural generalization of the 
Poincare maps for flows. The orbits of the flows are replaced by the leaves of the 
foliation and the transversals of the flow lines are replaced by the transversals of the 
foliation. 
To be more specific, let Al and A2 be two submanifolds of codimension equal to the 
dimension of the foliation IV’“, and contained in a product neighborhood We x 
We”. Assume that Al and AZ are everywhere transversal to the leaves of IV”“, and 
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such that the map 
H :A1 + A2 
v H A2 C-I {Pi, x ws”(vo)) 
is a homeomorphism, where pr, denotes the projection onto the first component We 
of the product neighborhood. H is called a holonomy map for the strong unstable 
foliation. The holonomy pseudogroup is generated by maps of this kind (see [19] for 
more details on the notion of pseudogroups for foliations). In our case we will consider 
only transversals which are subsets of the weak stable foliation. The statement 2) means 
that the associated family of holonomy maps leaves the measures &, invariant and they 
are up to a multiplicative constant uniquely determined by this fact. 
The construction of & is due to Margulis [15]. The fact that & is the only invariant 
measure for the strong unstable foliation was proved by Bowen and Marcus [l]. Since 
IV(v) is foliated by strong stable leaves W’s(@“v) one can disintegrate &, and one 
obtains 
d&(&W) = e-htdt d&+I), 
where pi is the measure on the strong stable leaf W”“(v). Using the weak unstable 
foliation one gets a family of measures & with characteristic properties analogous to 
those of 1~:. They can be obtained as images of p: under the flip I: w H -w. We 
denote by #’ the associated measures on the strong unstable manifold. 
The local product structure can be used to define local measures on SM as follows. 
Let U be an open neighbourhood of vu such that it is contained in W,S(vu) x We”. 
There are two measures which are of particular interest. The Bowen-Margulis measure 
IBM is locally defined by 
In a similar fashion we define the horospherical measure /iH by 
where XE” denotes the Lebesgue measure on W”“(v) induced by lifting the Riemannian 
metric on the horospheres onto W’“(v). Since &, is invariant under the strong unstable 
foliation, these measures do not depend on the choice of vu. Denote by PH and PBM 
the extensions of I_~H and fief to probability measures on SM. They are by definition 
Bore1 measures and are positive on open subsets of SM. 
Now we are going to show that PH can be obtained on the universal cover a as a 
weak limit of spherical means. 
For a fixed r > 0, let S,(p) be the geodesic ball of radius r about p E A?, and let 
St(p) be S,(p) equipped with the outward unit normal vector field. The projection of 
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where 3 denotes the lift of+~ onto SQ. 
Proof. Given an open neighborhood U C Wz(wu) x We of o. E SM, let 9 be the 
characteristic function of ii denoted by xv. Then we obtain 
J x;, W;, = x:;# f-l S,+(Po)) = yyu f-lL,po), s,+ (PO) 
where fi denotes U lifted onto S&l. The first equality follows by definition and the 
second equation is a consequence of the fact that the canonical projection p : ,!$I$$ + 
SM restricted to S$(po) is bijective onto its image p(S$(po)) = L7,po. Since we can 
write 
u l-l L,po = U iJ r-l {u x wpo)) ~~{w:(~o)nL,, > 
as a disjoint union, we conclude that 
1 
vol ST(P0) J AL dYl”po s,s (PO) 
Since Bore1 measures are uniquely determined by their values on open sets, we obtain 
the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Now we are ready to show that the horospherical measure can be represented as a 
weak limit of spherical means. 
Theorem 3.2. For every po E li;/ and every continuous function q : SM + R we 
where 3 denotes the lift of9 onto Sfi. 
Proof. Since W:U is converging to the strong unstable foliation, each weak limit of 
the bounded holonomy invariant measure pE,po will converge to a holonomy invariant 
measure for W”“. This is by the unique ergodicity of the strong unstable foliation 
identified as the Margulis measure up to a multiplicative constant. Since the Lebesgue 
measure on spheres converges to the Lebesgue measure on horospheres, pr,po converges 
to PH. 
The horospherical measure can also be represented by a weak limit of averages over 
geodesic balls. Let B,(po) be the geodesic ball of a radius r > 0 about po, and let 
B$(po) be the ball B,.(po) equipped with the radial vector field. Then it follows: 
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Corollary 3.3. For every pa E h;r and every continuous function cp : Sh4 -+ Iw we 
obtain 
1 
rk vol B, (po) J 




where dvol denotes the lift of the volume element induced by the Riemannian metric 
onto B,f(po) and 3 is the lift of 9 onto S&l. 
Proof. Define g(r) = vol B,(pa) and f(r) = JB:(pO)(p dvol. Since g(r) + 00 for 
T + 00, we have by L’Hospital: 
f(r) 




g’(r) = $ J vol St(p) dt = vol S(P), 
0 
and 
f’(r) = $1 J cp W,“,, = J CP dX&- 
O S,+(PO) Sr+(PO) 
Corollary 3.3 follows from Theorem 3.2. 
4. The geodesic flow and the horospherical measure 
Now we will show that PH is quasi-invariant under the geodesic flow, i.e., PH o # 
and PH are in the same measure class and invariant if and only if the mean curvature 
of horospheres is constant. Furthermore, we study the role of the measure PH in the 
entropy rigidity conjecture, due to A. Katok [lo]. A modest version of this conjecture 
is that the entropy of the geodesic flow with respect to the Liouville measure is equal to 
the topological entropy if and only if the mean curvature of the horospheres is constant. 
The associated statement in terms of measures is: The Bowen-Margulis measure and 
the Liouville measure coincide if and only if the mean curvature of the horospheres is 
constant. Now we show that both measures coincide if and only if /.LH is absolutely 
continuous to a flow invariant measure (see [6,12,23] for independent descriptions). 
Theorem 4.1. Let 9 : SM + Iw be a PH integrable function. Then we have 
J 
cp o a”(v) dpH = 
J 
cp(v)ehtdet J$(-t) d/AH, 
SM SM 
where J:(t) denotes the unstable Jacobi tensor along O”(v) which is defined by the 
initial conditions J?(O) = id and d/dtl,,, J:(t) = U+(v), and where U+(v) describes 
the second fundamental form of the unstable horosphere Wsu(v). 
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Remark. a) If E”“(v) denotes the tangent space of W”“(V) at v E SM, we can write 
E”“(v) = ((w, u+(v)w)Iw E Tr(v)~,9tw) = o> 
with respect to the canonical decomposition into the vertical and horizontal space (see 
Chapter 1). 
b) If XzU is the Lebesgue measure on W”“(V) induced by the Riemannian volume, 
and XzU o Qt is the measure on W”“(V) defined by (XtU o Qt)(A) = XFcv,( GtA)) for 
A c Wsu(v), we have (d(XzU o @))/(dXtU(w) = det 5$(t)) for w E Wsu(~). 
Proof. Choose a small open neighborhood U of uu E SM such that Q’(U) C W,“(VO) x 
Wb”(~0) for ItI 6 61, where Sr is a small but fixed constant. It is enough to prove the 
theorem for the characteristic functions xU and ItI < 61. 
where d is the normalization constant from the local representation of dpH. We have 
X:(tD-tU n {V x W;9~(t1~)}) = A:(O-t(U n (4”~ x W~(TI~)})) 
= ($(v) 0 @J -“>(u n (4”~ x w:Y~o))) 
= I det ._I:(-t) di$Ycv)(w). 
Un{~‘?JxW~“(vo)} 
Defining 
9(v) = I JL(-t) dXr(w), 
WS(“O) W,s(vo) 
VO 
=e ht I 9(v) 4Got+ 
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Therefore, it follows: 
J g(h) dpEo = d I xv 0 at dPH 
w: (vo 1 
=d / eht / det J:(A) dX3(w) dpzo(v) 
W,“(vo) Un{vx Wy(vo)} 
=d / eht / xv det Jz(-t)dXr(w) d&,(v) 
w: (vo) {vxw:“(vo)) 
= J xueht det JL( -t) dpH. 
SM 
Corollary 4.2. If X denotes the infinitesimal generator of the geodesic flow, and 
9 : SM -+ lR is a pH integrable junction which is C’ along flow lines, we obtain 
J (&Q>(+@H = J (h -tr u+(V))vd/&. 
SM SM 
Proof. 






I J dt t=o 
eht det Jz(-t)v(v) dpH 
= ,(h:-1 d”, _ det J:(t) 
SM 
t-o 
= J (h - tr ~+(w))y(w) d/iH. 
SM 
Corollary 4.3. The following statements are equivalent: 
8) pH is at invariant. 
b) trU+ 3 h. 
c> PH = PBM = PL- 
Proof. The equivalence of a) and b) follows from Corollary 4.3, and the fact that 
tr U+(V) is differentiable in the flow direction. The second part follows, since tr U+(w) = 
h implies A”” = pSz”, A” = @, and, hence, the local representations of all three measures 
coincide. 
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Corollary 4.4. The following properties are equivalent: 
a) PJf is UbSOhtdy COdnUOUS to a at invariant meaSUre. 
b) /LH is absolutely continuous to the Bowen-Margulis measure /LBM. 
c) Bowen-Margulis measure /hugs equals the Liouville measure I_~L. 
Proof. a) =k- b): d/LH = j d/i where CL is a at invariant measure. Theorem 2.1 implies 
for all PH integrable functions 9 : Sd!f i R 
J 9 0 @“Wf (4 dP = J y(v)eht det JT(-t)j(v) dp , 
SM SM 
and using the +t invariance of p, we have 
/ 
G+Nf 0 @-“)(v) - eht det Jt(-t))f(v) dp = 0. 
SM 
Therefore, we obtain 
j o @-“(v) = eht det .I:(-t) j(v). 
This implies that j is differentiable along the flow line, and the derivative is given by 
WV) = $1 _ j(Qtv) = (tr U+(v) - h) j(v). 
t-o 
Furthermore, we have 
dX; o at 
= det J:(t) = (f O V(u) f(@v) ht 
dXy f (*)eeht =foe * 
This shows that l/j(v) dXc” fulfills the characteristic property of the Margulis measure 
d&” (see Chapter 3) and, therefore, we have l/j(v)dXt” = dpt” up to a normalization 
constant. Using the local representation Of PH, and IBM it follows that ~JJ is absolutely 
COnthUOUS to j.LBM. 
b) + c): Since the strong stable and the unstable foliations are absolutely continuous, 
b) implies that the Bowen-Margulis measure and the Liouville measure are equivalent. 
By the ergodicity of the geodesic flow they coincide. 
c) 3 b): c) implies the existence of a continuous function j with dAt” = jd&U. This 
implies b). 
Definition 4.5. We say that a manifold of negative curvature is asymptotically har- 
monic if the horospheres have constant mean curvature (this notion was suggested by 
F. Ledrappier [12]). 
Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 3.2 can be reinterpreted in the following way. 
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Corollary 4.6. For every pa E h?l and every continuous function cp : SM --f Iw we 
have 
1 
?Jzc vol s, (pa) J 




if and only if the manifold is asymptotically harmonic. 
5. A formula for the topological entropy and some applications 




Ric(v) - scd or + s(v) dpH, 
SM 
where Ric and seal are the Ricci and scalar curvature of M, and s(v) is the scalar 
curvature of the horosphere through v E SM. 
The formula specializes in dimension 2 and 3. 
dim M = 2 : h2 = s -I{ or d/LH, 
SM 
where I( denotes the Gaussian curvature of M. 
dim M = 3 : h2 = s Ric(v) - scalon dpH. 
SM 
Proof. Applying Corollary 4.2 to cp G 1 and cp = tr U+, we obtain 
h = J trU+(v)d/LH 
(*I h2 = J t tr u+(V))” dpH t / X(trU+(v)) d/Q. 
SM SM 
Using the Rkcati equation 
X(tr U+(v)) t tr U+2(v) + Ric(v) = 0 
and the Gauss equation (see [2] p.7) 
(trlJ+)2 - trU +2 = 2 Ric(v) - seal i-s(v), 
we obtain 
X(trU+) + (tr U+(V))~ = Ric(v) - seal i-s(v) 
and, therefore, we derive the first formula stated above. 
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If dim A4 = 3, s(v) is just the Gaussian curvature of the horosphere. Now we have 
J s(V) dp~ = lim 1 7-m vol S,(po) J s d&P,. 
SM s,+ (PO) 
The curvature of spheres is converging uniformly to the curvature 
which implies: 
For every 6 > 0 we can find a ~0 > 0 such that if T 2 TO 
IS(V) - K,(x(v))( < E 
of horospheres [7], 
for all w E S$(po), where K, denotes the Gaussian curvature of the sphere of radius T 
about p. E iii. 
Applying the Gauss-Bonnet formula yields 
J 
#, o r dX,,,, = 2x&M). 
s,+ (PO) 
Using the asymptotic formula above, we obtain 
S-M 
Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the desired formula follows for dim h4 = 3. 
The case dim M = 2 follows readily from (*) and the Riccati equation. 
The following result is an application of the entropy formula above and has been 
originally observed by F. Ledrappier (not published). There is also a different proof by 
U. Hamenstgdt [6]. 
Theorem 5.2. Let (M,g) be a compact 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold of neg- 
ative curvature which is asymptotically harmonic, then (M,g) has constant negative 
curvature. 
Proof. For any n-dimensional manifold of negative curvature it follows from the ap- 
plication of Corollary 4.2 in the case of v E 1: 
<&c-i tr U+2. 
The first inequality is the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for linear maps and the second 
is the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for integrals, From this we conclude that 
1~~ < (n - 1) 
J 
tr uf2 dpH, 
SM 
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where equality holds if and only if U+ is a constant multiple of the identity which by 
the Riccati equation is equivalent to constant sectional curvature. 
Using the asymptotic harmonicity of M we obtain from Corollary 4.3 that dpH = 
dpL and from the Riccati equation we deduce 
J tr t!,J+' dpH < - J Ric(v)dpL = -k J seal OR dpL. 
SM SM SM 
Hence, we have 
(n - 1) J tr U+* dpL = (l/n - 1) J seal on dpL 
SM SM 
= J Ric - seal on dpL. 
SM 
If dim M = 3 the formula for topological entropy implies that the last integral is 
exactly h2 and by the discussion above the manifold has constant negative sectional 
curvature. 
Remark. From the general formula for the topological entropy we can deduce even 
more. Suppose (M, g) is an asymptotically harmonic manifold, such that the total 
scalar curvature of the horospheres JSM s(u) dpL is non-negative, then the manifold 
has constant negative curvature. Indeed, one can check that locally symmetric spaces 
of non-constant negative curvature have horospheres with constant negative scalar cur- 
vat ure. 
A further interesting application is the following asymptotic version of Bishop’s in- 
equality. 
Theorem 5.3. Let (M,g) b e a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold of neg- 
ative curvature. Zj Ric > -(n - l), we have 
h<n-1, 
where equality holds if and only if the manifold has sectional curvature identically -1. 
Proof. If Ric 3 -(n - 1) we obtain by comparison with a manifold of constant 
sectional curvature -1 that tr U+ < (n - 1). Using the formula 
h= J tr u+ dpH, 
SM 
we obtain that 
h<n-1, 
where equality implies that 
trl_J+ -n- 1. 
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Therefore, if h = 71 - 1 it follows from the Riccati equation and from the assumption 
of the theorem that 
trU+’ = -Ric <n- 1, 
and by the inequality of Cauchy-Schwarz, we conclude Us z id. But this is equivalent 
to constant sectional curvature -1. 
6. The horospherical measure and the Patterson-Sullivan measure 
As in the previous section, let M = a/r be a compact Riemannian manifold of 
negative curvature, r the group of deck transformations and fi(co) be the sphere 
at infinity. Denote by B(&?(oo)) th 
p: ti + B(ti(c0)) 
e set of finite Bore1 measures on @(XI). A map 
is called a “Patterson-Sullivan measure”or a “conformal measure,” 
if for all p, q E ti we have 
a) pp and pY are in the same measure class and their Radon-Nikodym derivative is 
for almost all [ E &‘( co) given by 
(d&J/(d/$)(~) = E++f(P), 
where b,,c(p) is the Busemann function in [ E &I(oo) normalized in such a way that 
b,,<(q) = 0 and b,,<(p) tends to - 00 as p tends to I. We interpret b,,<(p) as the signed 
distance between the horospheres through p and q with common center in ,$. 
b) The map p is r-equivariant, i.e. 
CLPOY = Pr-‘p 
for all y E r, if pp 0 y = pp(YA). 
One should think of p as measuring a given set at infinity from different observation 
points. The map /1 : A? + B( &f(m)) with property a) and b) is uniquely determined 
up to a constant. This follows from the fact that the action of r is ergodic with respect 
to the measure class defined by p. The ergodicity of the action of I? on fi(oo) with 
respect to p can be proved along the lines of [al]. There are various realizations of p. 
The most famous one, in the case of Fuchsian groups, is due to Patterson [17]. However, 
the construction can be extended to general compact manifolds of negative curvature. 
Consider the Poincark series 
g&, y) = c e-sd(sw 
This series converges for s > h and diverges for s < h. For a fixed p and x E &l define 
for s > h a finite measure on u U A?(oo) by 
c e -4P,-P) (j,, 
Pp,&) = rEr 
9sb) ’ 
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where S, denotes the Dirac measure determined by z E fi. pp,=(s) measures the 
distribution of the orbit of 2 under P as viewed from p E A?f. We obtain a measure at 
infinity as a weak limit 
for a suitable sequence s, > 18. Since gs(z, y) is diverging for s = h it follows that pp 
is concentrated on the accumulation points of the orbit Pz. One easily proves that I_L 
fulfills property a) and b) above. 
Another realization of p which is closely related to spherical means has been observed 
by C. Yue [23]. Let cp : fi( oo -+ R be a continuous function. Consider ) 
where di r,p is the density of the geodesic sphere of radius T about p radially projected 
onto fi(oo). As above one can choose for each p E A?l a weak limit pp as T -+ oo and 
prove that the conditions a) and b) are fulfilled. Note that the total mass of pp is given 
by 
a(p) = lim 
vol ST(P) 
T-+00 ehr ’ 
This function has been introduced by Margulis [16] and we call it 
function. 
Denote by pup the Patterson-Sullivan measure projected onto 
we choose the projection 
G, : @oo) --+ S,ti 
such that 4-“(G,(t)) = [. From that it follows 
/ 
cp dfip = rhm_ $ 
J 
~(-4 det J,(r) d&(v), 
s,lc;l SPA2 
Margulis’ asymptotic 
the fiber S,u where 
where J,,(r) denotes the Jacobi tensor along #I”(V) with initial conditions J,,(O) = 0 and 
J:(O) = id. 
Now we are ready to prove another realization of the horospherical measure which 
has been first obtained by C. Yue [23] and has been remarked by F. Ledrappier [ 1 l]. 
Yue’s proof, however, uses the fact that the horospherical measure is the unique har- 
monic measure for the strong unstable foliation (see Chapter 7). Our method does not 
use this fact, and parts of the argument will work in much more generality. 
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Theorem 6.1. Let p : SM -+ R be a continuous function. Then we have 
JJ 






SM 44 dvolb) 
M 
where pp is the Patterson-Sullivan measure projected onto the fiber S,M and 
a(p) = lim 
vol ST(P) 
r-00 ehr 
denotes the Margulis’ asymptotic function. 
For the proof of Theorem 6.1 we will need the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 6.2. For any v E SM let J, be the Jacobi tensor along @v with initial 
conditions JV(0) = 0 and J:(O) = id. Then 
( Jv(r))* = J-+,(r). 
Proof. Define Z(t) to be the Jacobi tensor along @v given by 
Z(t) = J-br,,(r - t). 
Therefore, Z(r) = 0 and Z’(r) = -Ji_r,(0) = -id. Lemma 1.1 implies the existence 
of a constant tensor C along &v such that for all t E IR, 
(J;(t))* . Z(t) - Jv(t)* . Z’(t) = C. 
Evaluating this equation in t = 0 and t = T we derive the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
Define 
A&. :C”(SM) + C”(M) 
by setting 
fi&)(p) := 1 + d&q, 
S,+(P) 
where dX,,, denotes the measure induced by the Riemannian metric on the sphere of 
radius r about p and 3 : Sfi + R the lift onto the universal cover. Note that a?(v)(p) 
is also given by 
~?W(P) = 
J 
v 0 4’(v) det Jv(r> de,(v), 
SPM 
where J, is the Jacobi tensor introduced in Lemma 6.2. 
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Lemma 6.3. If9 : ,!?A4 + IP, and q!~ : M + R are continuous functions it follows: 
where (-, -) denotes the inner product on L2(M), det JV(r) the density of the sphere of 
radius r about p, and x : SM + M the canonical projection. 
Proof. 




‘p(w) $0 ?r (6’( v,) det +qt,, (~1 ~PL 
=‘y 9(-w) II, o r(&‘(w)) det A,(r) @L, 
SM 
where the last two equalities are a consequence of the flow, respectively flip invari- 
ance of dpL, and of the application of Lemma 6.2, together with the observation that 
-#r(-V) = &r(V). 





I 1 = a(p) lim 
M 
r+cO vol sT(P)s J 
9 o f(v) det J,,(r) de,(v) dvol(p) 
P 
M 
cp o f(v) det JV(r) do,(v) dvol(p). 
SPM 
Since the integrand l/eh’.JsPM cpo@(~) det Jv(r)d8,(w) is uniformly bounded in r, we 
can interchange the limits by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. Therefore, 
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we obtain 
1 .d/lHJ u(p) dvol = lim r+CO J-$ J vo@(v> detJ,(r)de,(v)dvol(p) 





= JA%$ J 9(-v) det JV(r) d&,(v) dvol(p). 
M SPM 
The second equality follows from Lemma 6.3, and the last equality is again a conse- 
quence of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. 
Corollary 6.4. If 9 is a continuous function, we obtain 
I 4PMP) dWP) 
J 
J 





Remark. If we examine the proof of Theorem 6.1 we notice that the Corollary 6.4 
can be obtained without referring to the Patterson-Sullivan measure. 
As an application we derive the following two corollaries. The first one has been also 
obtained by C. Yue [23]. 
Corollary 6.5. Let (M,g) be a compact surface of negative curvature. Then Mar- 
gulis’ asymptotic function is constant if and only if the surface has constant negative 
curvature. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 6.4. 
Corollary 6.6. Let (M,go) be a compact manifold of negative curvature. Let g be 
another metric not necessarily negatively curved. Let Bp(pa) be a ball of radius r 
about pb E &f with respect to the metric go. Then we have 
J ag, dvol, 
v”lg(BTS”(?‘)) M 
k% volg, (BP (p)) = 
J 
a,, dvo&, ’ 
M 
Proof. Denote by 
P(P) = S(P) 
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the Radon-Nikodym derivative of dvo& with respect to dvolgo and dpH(ge) the horo- 
spherical measure with respect to the metric go. From Corollary 3.3 it follows: 
J P 0 = dPH (go) = Jim_ vol P dV40 90 
SM 
vo~gww) 
= ECJ volgo (BP (p)) * 
On the other hand, Corollary 6.4 yields: 
I a,, dvol, 
I P 0 *d/@&o) = 1 I %oP(P) dvolgo = ilr 
SM 
J 




7. Analytic properties of the horospherical measure 
As in the previous chapters we denote by W”” and W” the strong unstable and 
weak unstable foliations. In this chapter we show that the horospherical measure is a 
harmonic measure for the strong unstable foliation. This means that for all continuous 
functions 9 : SM ---) IFi which are C2 if we restrict them to the leaves of W”” we have 
I Asu cp d/iH = 0, 
SM 
where AsU is the Laplace operator along the leaves of W”” with respect to the in- 
duced metric on the horospheres. Furthermore, we obtain various integral formulas 
and use them to derive some generalizations of Corollary 4.4 as well as a formula for 
the Laplacian of Margulis’ asymptotic function. 
On the universal covering a we can identify the leaves of W”” with horospheres 
and the leaves of W” with h? using the projection 7r : Sfi + A?. We also identify the 
tangent bundle TW” of W” with 
VESM 




TrrWS” = u T,+,(wWs”(w)) = u u’. 
UESM vESM 
by g,” the metric on the fibers of Tr W” and gt” the metric on the fibers of 
inherited by the Riemannian metric g = (e, e). 
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If N is a C” manifold, a continuous map F : SM -+ N is said to be of class C$r 
(* = U, SU), if F restricted to the leaves of W* is C’, and all the derivatives are 
depending continuously on TJ E SM. 
If Y : SM + TxW* is a section of class C,““, we define div* Y to be the divergence 
of Y on the leaves of IV” with respect to the metric g*. Similarly we define grad* y if 
p is a function of class C,““. 
Theorem 7.1. Let Y : Sh4 + TrWS” be a section and q : SM + R be a function 
of class C,“;‘. Then we have 
J 
(div”” Y)V dPn = - 
J 
(Y, grad”” 9) dpn. 
SM SM 
Remark. This implies in particular that the measure PH is a harmonic measure for 
the strong unstable foliation W”” with metric gsU. One can show that PH is uniquely 
determined by this fact [12,23]. 
Proof. First we assume that Y - p has support in a neighborhood of ~0 E SM of the 
form We x Wcs”(~e). Th en, by applying Green’s formula, we obtain 
J (div”” = div”” Y(w) - v(w) dXy(w) d&(v) 
SM W,“(vo) VXW~“(210) 
=- J J dW’W, grads” ~(4)WV-4 W,(v) W,“(vo) VXW,eU(VO) 
I- J (Y, grads” P) &n. 
SM 
Using a partition of unity argument we get the theorem above. 
We have the following relation between divs” and div” as well as grad”” and grad”. 
Lemma 7.2. Let 9 SM + IR be a function of class (2,“” and Y : SM --, TrW” be a 
section of class C,““. If X denotes the infinitesimal generator of the geodesic flow then 
gra.d” P(V) = 21. (Xv)(v) + gradSU v(v), 
and 
div” Y(U) = x(Y(.),.)(z~) t (Y(v),v) - trU+(v) + divsu Y’(V), 
where Yl(w) is a component of Y orthogonal to v 6 SM. 
Proof. Let lY”(v) b e a leaf of the weak unstable foliation and [ = (a-m(~) be the 
associated center at infinity and define rt := (nl~~(,))-* : &f -+ W”(v). Then we 
have: grad” v(v) E T,c,)M and grads” P(V) E v* by 
(grad” 44, ‘u)) = D(F 0 ~&=+,(‘uI) 
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for all w E T,(,)M, and 
for all w E ol. Since 
we obtain the first formula. The definition 
divU Y(u) = div(Y 0 ~(r1))1~=~(~1 
and the orthogonal decomposition 
Y 0 q(q) = (Y 0 r&)&J)) * aI) + yL * dq) 
imply that 
div” Y(v) = div((Y o q(q), r((q)) - q(q)) t div Y’ o q(q) 
= grad(Y 0 q(q),q(q))l,,,(,, t tr U+(v) * (Y(v), u) t div”” Y’. 
(Note that div Y’- o rt(q) = divs” Y’-, since (V,YL o rt~(~), u) = 0 where V denotes the 
covariant derivative.) 
Since 
grad(Y 0 r~(q),r~(q))(q,n(,l = f _ (Y 0 @“(v),@“(v)) = X(Y(*),.)(u)y 
t-o 
we obtain the desired formula. 
Remark. If Y is a section which is constant on the fibers, Y can be viewed as a 
vector field on A4 and div” is simply the standard divergence on M. Similarly, if cp is 
a function constant on fibers, grad” is also the standard gradient on M. 
Theorem 7.3. Let Y : SM + TxW” be a section, 
class C$‘. We obtain 




= div” Y(w) - X(Y(.),.)(w) 
grad”” y(w) = - n * XY(W>, 
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we obtain from 
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div” Y(w) . $P dpH = - 
J 








(FTPd” V(,), yb’)) d/w + 
I 




















where the last equality follows from Corollary 4.2. 
Corollary 7.4. Let y!~ and ye be junctions of class C,“‘“. Then 
I AUp.$dpH=h I XP(V> * ?I d/w - J (grad” 9, gradU 4) dm, 
SM SM SM 
where A”cp = div” gradU 9. 
Proof. The proof follows by applying Theorem 7.3 to Y = grad” v and observing that 
(Y(C+ = =?(G 
This corollary yields the following formula for the Laplacian of Margulis’ asymptotic 
function a(p) = JFW vol SP(r)/&‘. 
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Corollary 7.5. Margulis’ asymptotic function a is a solution of the equation 
Au(p) = h2u(p) - h J tr Uf d&. 
%M 
In particular, a is a C2 function and is a constant function if and only if 
s SPM tr U+dp, = h - a(p) for all p E M. 
Proof. Since A9 o n = A”v for every C2 function cp : M + iR, we obtain using 








= h J J cp(p) (h - tr U+) dpP dvol(p) 
M SPM 
= J P(P) (~~2aW - h J tr U+ dl+, dvol(p). 
M SPM 
The formula is now an easy consequence of the selfadjointness of the Laplacian. 
The following Theorem is an improvement of Corollary 4.4. 
Theorem 7.6. Let dpH be absolutely continuous to a Gt invariant measure p with 
Radon-Nikodym derivative f. The function f is of class Cz’O” and 
J (w, grad” log f(v)) df?,(v) = 0 
S,M 
for all w E S,M. 
Proof. Corollary 4.4 implies dpH = f dpL if PH is absolutely continuous to a at 
invariant measure p. Furthermore, we have that X(log f) = tr U+(v) - h and by the 
smooth Livsic theorem, log f and, therefore, also f are of class C$O” [13]. Theorem 
7.3 yields 
J (div” Y)p f dpL = h J W(4 M4 f (4 dpL - J (Y, grad” 4f drum 
SM SM SM 
for all Y : SM --) TM with Y(v) E TrtV)M and v : SM ---f IR of class C,“‘“. Choosing 
cp = l/f, we obtain 
J div” Y dpL = h J O’(v), >&a + J P’(v),gra@‘% f (u)) dpL. 
SM SM SM 
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Apply this formula to a Y : SA4 -+ TM which is constant on the fibers and of the 
form 
Y(V) = $9 0 7r(U) ’ 2 0 7r(?l) 
where 2 is a vector field and go is a function on M. Hence, 
div” Y(V) = div(v * Z)(n(v)) = (div Y),(V) 
and 
J 
(Y 0 n(v), z?) dfqu) = 0 
SPM 
for all p E M which implies that 
b(p) I (2 o 7r(v),grad”logf(v)) dfI,(v)dvol(p) = 0. 
ii4 S,M 
This yields the theorem, since 9 and 2 were chosen arbitrarily. 
Corollary 7.7. Let PH be absolutely continuous to a at invariant measure Jo such that 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative is constant on the fibers of SM. Then f is a constant 
function and by Corollary 4.3 the mean curvature of the horospheres is constant. 
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